
Basic
Compact and 

fast



Our juicers are totally automatic: 
There is no need to cut the oranges 
in half. Just place the oranges in the 
feeder basket and the machine will do 
everything for you at a high speed.

Our exclusive and unique rotating 
system is very attractive and visible, 
which attracts the attention of 
consumers, hence increases juice 
demand.

While squeezing, the juice is not in 
contact with the peel, avoiding the 
contact of the bitter taste with the 
juice.

Features
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Equipped with a  0.75 Hp motor and gears of steel, the Basic model is 
certainly within the range of small equipment, the strongest and most 
robust machine on the market.

The machine is totally maintenance free.

Easy to dismantle, which takes only one minute, cleaning is really easy 
and will take less than 3 minutes.
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Without 
touching the 

peel

Our 
exclusive 
rotative 

squeezing 
system

Highly 
resistant front 
cover screen

Filter 
which filtrates 

the seeds

Stainless 
steel knife, 

perfect cut of 
the  orange

6 fruits 
capacity feeder 

tube
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Places with medium 
consumption

 × Hotels

 × Restaurants

 × Bars

 × Juice bars

 × Coffee shops

 × Events
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Capacity

The perfect solution for places with medium consumption:
Coffee shops, Bars, Cocktail bars, Small hotels, Small restaurants, Juice bars,...

28

120

Fruits per minute

Litres per hour
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Machine options
ORANGE COUNTER
Counts the amount of oranges that have been juiced 
by the machine, allowing the customer to monitor 
consumption.

AUTOMATIC SHOWER
This option provides a flushing system that cleans 
quickly  the juicing area, saving time and labour cost 
and keeping the juicer clean and hygienic at all times.

SELF SERVICE TAP
The easy-to-use automatic tap is connected directly 
to the motor of the machine. Open the tap and 
the machine starts running. Close the tap and the 
machine stops. Perfect solution for buffet services. 
Anti-dripping system.

COLOURS
Orange colour
Silver colour
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Stand options
STANDS
The Basic model allows the possibility to incorporate 
the Dispenser stand, Self service stand and Cooled 
dispenser stand. 

JUICE LEVEL DETECTOR 
Thanks to this system you can always count on  
5 litres of fresh orange juice, automatically and 
constantly juiced, ready to serve. This system is ideal 
for self-service and big volume sites.

BIG CAPACITY JUICE FILTER
Stainless steel Juice Tray and filter, specially 
designed for buffet service and supermarkets with 
high consumption. The juice tray has a big Filter 
with high capacity, double-curved design and a 
pulp moving stick (Pulp-away system). This option 
allows squeezing more than 20 liters of juice without 
cleaning the filter.

Self service stand  Cooled dispenser stand Dispenser stand
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Specifications
Motor reducer 0,75 Hp

230V. - 50/60 Hz - 115v - 60 Hz

4,1 / 3,7 A - 9 / 8,6 A

Overloading and temperature

Automatic inductive proximity sensor

60 - 80 mm (2,36” - 3,15”)

20 Kg (44 lbs) Basic

15 Kg (33 lbs) Basic + Cooled dispenser stand

30 Kg (66 lbs)   Basic + Dispenser stand

    Basic + Self service stand

6 Fruits

42,6 Kg (93,9 lbs) Basic

93,3 Kg (216,5 lbs) Basic + Cooled dispenser stand

80,4 Kg (188 lbs) Basic + Dispenser stand

79,6 Kg (186,3 lbs) Basic + Self service stand

Motorforce group

Voltage (monophasic)

Consumption

Electrical protection

Security

Fruit Diameter

Capacity of peel bucket

Capacity of feeder

Weight

62 cm
24,4”

73 cm
28,7”

58 cm
22,8”

19,5 cm
7,68”

min. 10 cm
3,9”

max. 55 cm
21,6”

43 cm
17”

75 cm
29,5”

86 cm
33,8”

181 cm
71,3”
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C/ Islas Canarias, 59
Pol. Ind. Fuente del Jarro

46988 Paterna
Valencia - España

Tel.: +34 961 344 141
Fax: +34 961 343 955

info@zumoval.com
www.zumoval.com

Avaible on al l  models 
wi th “us” suff ix
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